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显的变化，目前消费者的信息行为模式正从传统的 AIDMA 法则（Attention 注意
Interest 兴趣 Desire 欲望 Memory 记忆 Action 行动）逐渐向具有鲜明网络
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Abstract 
The development of cyber media, especially the application and development of 
web2.0, has made the great effect on people's information acquisition pattern and 
consumption pattern. During the computer age, the behavior pattern of masses’ 
information consumption changed a lot, currently, consumer’s information behavior 
pattern is gradually transforming from the traditional AIDMA rule (Attention, Interest, 
Desire, Memory, Action) to the AISAS pattern (Attention, Interest, Search, Action, 
Share) with vivid cyber traits. 
In the pattern of AISAS, after the audience’s attention and interest having been 
aroused, then they will search. The enterprise’s information exposes to public during 
the computer age relatively, moreover, the network platform provides a favorable 
channel to brand consumer for sharing brand-experience. For under the present 
marketing environment, the consumers have more choices between brands, the brand 
selection is under the environment of more balanced information. Therefore, in the era 
of computer, brand marketing communication activities are the combination of brand 
informing and brand persuading. Through the traditional advertisement and other 
marketing patterns for brand informing, when the audience shows the interest on the 
brand, they will search more information about the brand, and then supply the 
information-support for its brand purchasing behavior. 
In consequence, the computer age’s brand integrated marketing communication 
pattern is a marketing behavior based on AISAS rule, integrating the enterprise’s 
marketing behavior launched by multiple media and various marketing form; 
integrating the marketing communication effect by the uniform network platform; 
achieving the consumer’s involving and interaction; reaching the effect of deeply 
brand proposition deducing and marketing concept. Therefore, in this system of 
integrated communication, the network platform is the core, on the contrary, all the 
traditional advertisement, public praise propagation, online advertising, and wireless 
marketing, event marketing and other marketing activities only act as the information 
port to inform the brand and excite the audience’s interest. The audience involves the 















and spreads the brand marketing activities by experience sharing to involve more 
consumers in the brand marketing activities. 
The background of this essay is facing with the new marketing communication 
environment brought by the development of internet, new media era’s coming, the 
development of media environment and the audience’s fragmentation. As the 
enterprise, how to launch the brand marketing activities effectively? This essay tries 
to study and construct the electronic integrated marketing communication pattern 
which is based on the integrated marketing communication theory and found on the 
AISAS behavior pattern in order to provide the pattern reference for the enterprise’s 
electronic integrated marketing communication behavior. At last, validating the 
pattern’s real implementing by coca-cola Olympics marketing case. 
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截至 2008 年 6 月 30 日，中国网民数量达到 2.53 亿，网民规模跃居世界第一位。
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